
DEVELOPING CLIMATE RESILIENT LIVELIHOODS IN THE VULNERABLE
WATERSHED IN NEPAL (DCRL)

Training on Conservation Farming
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Date and place/venue: 4-6 Sept-Okhaldhunga; & 7-8 Sept- Khotang

Organizer: DCRL

Objective: To conserve soil fertility and increase yield from cattle shed improvement by
promoting proper storage and utilization of cattle dung.

Participants: A total of 66 (M-35, F-31) from Humlu Mumlu Farmer Group Ketuka,
Manebhanjyang rural municipality -4, Aahale Community Forest User Group, Thakle,
Manebhanjyang rural municipality -6, Okhaldhunga. Similarly, 31 participants (M-11, F-20) from
Ghopatar Krishak Samuha, Khotang.

Additional Information: 
The session included the importance of the conservation farming approach, soil fertility and its
management, agroforestry, and farming system. The soil fertility and its management approach
linking with soil nutrients and its deficiency in crops were discussed which was more fruitful for
participants. The fact of applying more chemical fertilizers haphazardly reduces soil fertility is
experienced by the farmers resulting in low crop production. Likewise, soil analysis and its
importance, and cattle shed management, soil and agroforestry, climate-responsive way to
improve soil fertility were discussed and soil analysis was done by using a soil kit and its reagent. 

The action plan regarding activities (legume cropping/intercropping) and other crops was
prepared.

 

Contact for further information:Goma Sigdel, Project Officer-Livelhood
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Participants of Conservation farming training
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Promotion of Drought Tolerant NTFPs on Degraded Land
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Date and place/venue:  September 2022, Okhaldhunga

Organizer: DCRL

Objective: Promote NTFPs in drought-prone areas with the goal of restoring degraded land
ecosystems, which will also help members of community forestry users groups with their
livelihoods.

Additional Information: Plantation of different species of NTFPs in 21 Ha of land is ongoing in
Chisankugadhi, Okhaldhunga. Balkanya community forest user group (CFUG) (7 Ha), Thakle
Khanikhola CFUG (7 Ha), Rani CFUG (5 Ha), Cheurebas Danda leasehold forest (1 Ha), Pokhare
Pakha leasehold forest (1 Ha) have planted different species like Tejpat, Aamla, Moringa, Lapsi,
Rittha, etc. Similarly, 10 Ha of NTFP plantation is also completed in Siddhicharan municipality and
5 Ha in Chisankugadhi rural municipality-6.

Contact for further information:  Dinesh Kumar Shah, Field Coordinator

NTFPs plantation at Okhaldhunga
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